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10 Things to Consider 
Before Painting a House

You might look at your house and think, 
‘four walls, a roof,and some window trim?

It’ll be easy to paint!’



10 Things to Consider Before Painting a House 

You might look at your house and think, ‘four walls, a roof, and some window trim? It’ll 
be easy to paint!’ But as any professional painter will tell you, even the simplest home painting 
projects can take much more time than you think and cost a bit more effort. That’s why most 
people, when they take on a house painting project, bring in professional help. Even experienced 
painters need some guidance, however, and the more you know about how you want your home 
to look and what will work the best, the better you can expect the final product to be.  

So before you bring in the professionals to do the heavy lifting, consider these ten points 
so you can get the best paint job for your home:  

1. The company can be trusted, but can all of its workers?

Professional painting companies screen and insure all their workers before they send
them to your house. Make sure that the painting company you choose holds their painters
to high professional standards and has insurance for their workers. The last thing you
want is for a painter to get hurt at your house, causing insurance disputes or other
entanglements.

2. Quality of paint and materials

When your professional painting company gives you the option, strongly consider the
highest quality paint you can afford. High-quality paint saves you money in the long run
because it lasts longer and looks better.

3. Your exterior materials

Painting experts will inspect your house, especially if they’re painting the exterior, to
look for rotten siding or other deteriorating exterior materials. Rotten siding is useless to
paint and will not prevent the siding from decaying further. It’s a good idea to know the
problem areas of your exterior and address them before the painting crews arrive.

4. Paint type

There are many kinds of paint for different home situations. A high-gloss paint will be
tougher and useful in interior areas with high foot traffic. You might not need that same
paint for your window frame, however. Choose between different paint ingredients and
map out how they might fit together, especially for an interior job.



5. Paint color

Believe it or not, the color paint you choose can affect the value of your home. If your
exterior paint colors clash, your home will be an eyesore. Consider paint colors in
combinations for exterior projects—sets of colors that go together.

6. Your existing décor

The color paint you already have on your exterior walls will have an effect on the new
colors the painters add. Dark colors will need to be painted over more thoroughly with
extra layers if you’re using light paint, etc. For interior spaces, you have to consider how
your present décor will go with the new colors of paint.

7. Painting job estimates

Comparing estimates can be time-consuming, but most professional painters can give you
a good ballpark figure in a little over an hour. They look for rotten wood and problem
areas with your existing paint to give you a fair and accurate estimate.

8. Yard and garden protection

Painting is all about preparation. Cover your plants you don’t want paint dripped on, set
up cover sheets for your windows and trim, etc. A professional painting company will do
this for you, just make sure you know which areas need to be covered, because they
might not always be obvious to the painters.

9. Changing quality of light

For interior spaces, the quality of light in a room makes a huge difference with paint
color. Which rooms get morning sun and which get afternoon sun? How the sun strikes
your house will also affect the exterior paint you want.

10. Curbside appeal

This goes with the overall value added to your home after the painting job is completed.
You want your home to stand out, but not for the wrong reasons. A handsome, sensible
paint job using the right materials will last for years and keep adding value to your home.


